Tuesday

09:00
OBA Foyer
Floor 6 & 7

10:00–11:30
OBA Theater
Floor 7

11:30–13:00
OBA Forum
Floor 6

13:00–14:00
LUNCH BREAK

14:00–15:30
KEYNOTES & FIRESIDE-CHATS
From code to societal impact
Julia Freudenberg, Hacker School
Iris Lapinski, Apps for Good
Noah Schöttp, Project Together

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS
Energy on campus game
Aalto University
student: Lauri Vase

Should libraries replace universities?
Peer to peer university P2PU
Nico König & Colleagues

Future ready education for a better world
Emer Beamer, Designathon Works

DO IT – Maker education & social entrepreneurship
Frank Vloet & Pam de Sterke, Waag

IMMERSIVE LEARNING - EXPERIENCES IN A MULTICULTURAL CONTEXT
Aalto Schools at KGI

SELF-ORGANIZED LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS (SOLE): WHERE CURiosity MEETS TECHNOLOGY
Alvaro Caballero, Innovative Pedagogies

COFFEE BREAK

15:30–16:00
FLOOR 7

16:00–17:30
OBA Theater
Floor 7

18:00
END OF CONFERENCE

11:30–17:30
OPEN SPACE

Parallel!
Pop-up learning spaces
Libraries without borders / IdeasBox

Open & citizen science learning
Sensebox
Jorge Waldenacademie

Hacking & making
Hacker School
NODE Forum for Digital Arts

Virtual reality learning:
Beat the street
Samsung & Stichting TeamAlert

Music Composing in Class
Samson & Muziek in de Klas Foundation

We are all teachers - we are all learners
Peer to Peer University

Paper Magic expo: bridging the physical and digital world curated by Hendy van Beurden

OBA Next – A library of the future for Amsterdam
Student project by MIT School of Architecture in partnership with OBA / Exhibition
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